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Abstract

An approach to assessment of fast reactor fuel assembly

performance has been considered« A concept of passive restraint

of fuel assemblies in a reactor adopted in the USSR is descri-

bed* Some methods for calculating the interassembly interacti-

ons during operation are briefly outlined, some calculated re-

sults are presented« A problem of fuel assembly performance du-

ring refuelling taking into account the refuelling line capabi-

lities is considered«. Some results from fuel assemblies opera-

tion experience in the BN-600 reactor are given»

Introduction

The achievement of high burn-ups in the fast reactor core

calls for a comprehensive approach to the determination of ope-

rational reliability of all the components of the system: the

fuel assembly - the core- the refuelling line« This implies the

necessity of ensuring the performance of both a single fuel as-

sembly and of the core as a whole» By the performance of a sin-

gle fuel assembly is meant the absence of substantial changes

in its geometrical dimensions with preserving the integrity of

fuel pins and of the hexagonal wrapper both during its resi-

dence time in the core and in the course of its handling from

the core to the out-of-pile storage • The provision of the core

performance as a whole calls for the normal operation (functio-

ning) of the control system as well as for carrying out fuel

assembly loading and unloading without applying any large for-

ces» The solution of these problems necessitates design and deve-
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lopment efforts, a complex of calculational and experimental

studies«

This paper treats the state of affairs in the USSR as re-

gards the design solution of the core restraint problem;calcula-

tjonal studies of the core deformation at mutual interaction of

fuel assemblies during operation; the operating experience with

fuel assemblies refuelling and travel through the refuelling

line»

I« Design Solutions for Fuel Assemblies
Restraint

At present in the USSR a concept of passive restraining of

fuel assemblies from displacement is used« Fuel assemblies are

mounted with their lower ends being inserted into diagrid seats

of the triangular lattice« The lower ends of assemblies are se-

aled in their seats with the use of helical seals which reduce

waste leakages of sodium from the diagrid plenum« Vertical dis-

placements of fuel assemblies are prevented without any special

mechanical devices due to their weight exceeding the buoyant

force« To prevent transverse displacements, the fuel assemblies,

along with their being fixed in the diagrid, are provided with

spacing pads in the upper part«

In the BN-350 and BN-600 reactors, at a nominal initial

inter-assembly gaps being ~» 2 mm, the gap., between pads at ze-

ro reactor power is 0,4 mm« For perspective loading of the BN-

350 and BN-600 reactors designed for higher burn-up the inter-

assembly gaps of ~- 3«5-5»5 nm are envisaged with retaining the

above gap between pads«

At the periphery, fuel assemblies, including the core, blan-

ket and storage, are encircled by neutron screen whioh restrains

the radial displacement of fuel assemblies« The neutron screen

is a shield made up of steel rods (BN-350) or shells (BN-600)

connected along the perimeter by means of superimposed plates«

In the upper part of the neutron screen there are provided

spacers which duplicate the external configuration of assemblies

array« The gaps between neutron screen spacers and peripheral

assemblies are <~* 2 mm« The main values which characterize a po-

ssibility of radial displacements for fuel assemblies are pre-

sented in Table 1.
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Table 1

Reactor ßfl-350 BN-600

Fuel assembly pitch,mm

Fuel assembly flat-to-flat,mm

Fuel assembly flat-to-flat
across pads,mm

Gap between neutron screen and
peripheral assembly pads,mm

Maximum possible radial displa-
cement of a fuel assembly lower
end in the diagrid, mm ~0«15 ^ 0«,15

The size of gaps between pads is in accordance with thermal

expansion of fuel assemblies at nominal heating of sodium in

the core that prevents reactivity fluctuations caused by fuel

assembly motion» An important characteristic which determines

the choice of inter-assembly gaps is also the value of the hyd~

rodynamical effect of reactivity« As experiments at the BN-350

and BN-600 have shown the effect due to a change of sodium

flow rate from zero to nominal one is ~ 5«10""^Ak/k that cau-

ses no anxiety from the viewpoint of safety«?

The acceptability of the passive restraint method for pre-

venting fuel assemblies from displacements has been confirmed

by the BN-350 and BN-600 operating experience»

II» Some Methods for Calculating the Fast Reactor

Core Inter-Assembly Interaction in the Process

of Operation and an Evaluation of Their Performance

Non-uniform swelling of fuel assembly wrappers in the fast

reactor core due to non-uniformities of temperature and neutron

flux distributions causes, under high fluences,significant bo-

wing of fuel-assembly strappers that can result in mechanical

interactions between them. In this case, considerable reducti-

on of initially small inter-assembly gaps due to swelling, ra-

diation creep of the wrapper under the action of coolant still

further hardens operating conditions of the core» To ensure sa-

fe operation of the core (retaining of subassembly integrity,a

possibility of its withdrawal from the core and travel through
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the refuelling line, the prevention of control rods failures,

etc«) it is necessary to know the kinetics ot inelastic stra-

in of the wrappers and interaction forces "between them«

The first step in solving this problem was the development

of simplified two-dimensional codes the main feature of which

was the use of the core axial symmetry condition* Under this

statement each hexagonal row of fuel assemblies was substituted

by one fuel assembly which averaged in itself all the proper-

ties of the row, i»es, a three-dimensional cylindrical model was

substituted by a plane two-demensional one representing the

reactor by a series of parallel rods whose rigidity increased

with their distance from the central rod:

where j is the assembly row number;

j =1= the central assembly;

E = the modulus of elasticity;

I = the moment of inertia of the assembly cross-section«

The model is based on the following assumptions:

- the cross-section of the fuel assembly wrapper has the shape

of a hollow hexagon;

- fuel-assembly wrappers can be approximated as a simple rod

hinged in the upper and lower diagrid plates and it is pos-

sible to use the Bernully hypothesis of plane cross-sections

as cross-sectional dimensions of the wrapper are small com-

pared to its length;

- fuel pin bundles within the wrapper do not interact with it;

- forces acting upon faces are normal to them (frictional for-

ces being neglected);

- rod torsion is not considered;

- creep strain is taken into account according to the ageing

theory«

The calculation of core fuel assembly bending begins with

the determination of their free bendings which are calculated

from the equivalent bending moment caused by the swelling and

temperature gradients« Then the following iteration procedure

is realized« At the first step an attempt is made to place fre-

ely bending fuel assemblies within rigid boundaries formed by

the motionless central fuel assembly and by the shell« In so

doing fuel assemblies are superimposed upon each other« The
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range of this superposition and its magnitude determine the

point of application and the magnitude of contact forces at

fuel-assembly flats» The bending forces for this cross-sectuin

are found from the contact forces» Then displacements of rod

axes from the free bending position are determined and the ful-

filment of bending and contact forces equilibrium conditions

and of strain coincidence conditions is verified» Unless they

are fulfilled, a correction of bendings and of contact forces

is made, and the procedure is repeated«

The two-dimensional problem does not call for a large in-

ternal storage and,therefore,is convenient for technical stu-

dies and optimization analysis but it has a number of disadvan-

tages which cannot be eliminated within the frames of the two-

dimensional model«

1« Even under conditions of the complete symmetry of the

core the distribution of contact forces along the wrapper flats

is appreciably non-uniform whereas the two-dimensional model

gives only contact-force values averaged over external and inter-

nal flats.

2« The hexagonal ring of the core assemblies after reduc-

tion of gaps represents a sufficiently rigid structure to pre-

vent fuel assemblies from their through-motion from the periphe-

ry to the centre« Therefore, the rigidity of a fuel assembly rep-

resenting such a ring in the two-dimensional model should take

into account this fact, otherwise the calculation gives exces-

sively high contact forces values for the central fuel assemb-

lies« For taking this into account an appropriate coefficient

depending on the extent of gaps reduction and on the distribu-

tion of forces over the ring faces should be chosen approxima-

tely from a three-dimensional problem solution»

What is more, the fast reactor core is heterogeneous in

its composition« The core contains a large number of control

rods having substantially higher rigidity than fuel assembly

wrappers and,besides, considerably distorting the neutron flux

and temperature distributions that affects bendings of adja-

cent fuel assemblies« Partial reloading of the core is also the

cause of heterogeneity« The two-dimensional calculation proce-

dures can only appoximately ( in an averaged manner) take into

account these heterogeneities whose precise definition calls

for using complicated three -dimensional codes«
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That is why three-dimensional procedure and code for calcu-

lating core assembly interaction forces and strains under the

same assumptions have been developed«

A search for the equilibrium state of core assemblies is

carried out in conformity with the Lagrangian variational prin-

ciple under a condition of minimum potential energy of the sys-

tem at strains coincidence conditions being met«

Due to the linear dependence of the radiation creep rate

on stress the solution of the creep problem is reduced to sol-

ving a number of elastic (elasticity) problems with adjusted

moduli of elasticity decreasing with damaging dose build-up«

Evaluation of radiation availing is reduced to adding of

bending caused by swelling strain non-uniformity over the fuel-

assembly cross-section, to the thermal bending.

Equilibrium equations for the fuel-assembly system will be

those which assure the equality of bending forces acting upon

an assembly to resultants of contact forces over flats» as well

as the condition of the equality of contact forces acting Upon

opposite faces of two adjacent fuel assemblies:

Here P and P are bending forces which act upon an assembly

along x - y directions, «/* (ra= 1,«*«,6) the contact force at

the m-th face of the hexagonal wrapper»

A condition of coincidence of strains for two adjacent

assemblies A and B is reflected by the fact that outlines of

these fuel assemblies cannot overlap, i»e», the gap between

assembly axes should be greater or equal to the sum of halves

the increments of flat-to-flat dimensions of the assemblies

being in contact with account for pressing-down of two adjacent

flats due to contact farces:

k k
where _i, i (k=A,B) are displacements of the hexagon axis

y
at a level i (i=1 is the pads level, i=2 the core centre level)
from the free bending position along X and Y axes caused by the

bending forces action; x-̂  • * ^T ± are the free bending coor-
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dinates of the k-th fuel assembly at a level 1,0 t: n- is the
Hi« JL

"bowing of the m-th flat of the hexagon A due to the contact

force; () (m+3) m Od£ i
 i s t h e t o w i nS o f 'tlie hexagon B flat adja-

cent to the m-th flat of the hexagon A at a level i; Di half
the sum of flat-to-flat dimensions of the hexagons A and B al-
lowing for swelling and radiation creep of the wrapper«.

Along with relationships (1) and (2) it is necessary to

use relations taking account of a relationship between dis-

placements and forces, that is:

, (3)

where k1 and k2 are rigidity of flats at levels 1 and 2,res-

pectively; k-i-1» ̂ 12»
 ko2 in^luence factors»

The potential energy of the fuel-assembly system is the

sum of potential energies of strain of separate subasseblies

which are the combination of the assembly bending energy due

to forces of adjacent assemblies reaction and of the energy of

flat bowing by contact forces at two levels: at a level of pads

and of the core centre»

The bending energy of the rod with the modulus of elasti-

city variable over length may be written in terms of rod axis

displacements from the initial position at the top level and at

the core centre level where force interaction between fuel asse-

. mblies takes place»

By expressing from (1) and (3) the rod axis displacements

in terms of flat bowing we obtain the total energy of rod stra-

in expressed as quadratic form due to bowing of flats at two

levels to which a symmetrical positively determined matrix

(12 x 12) corresponds and the total system energy is expressed as

a sum of such quadratic forms» The presence of a large number

of fuel assemblies in the core involves difficulties with mini-

mization of such quadratic form and even with its storage in

computet memory» To reduce this form to a sum of squares it is

necessary to pass from the old basis to that whose elements are

eigenvectors of the energy matrix»

Using hexagonal rod symmetry we can, on the base of the

group representation theory, pass to new basis vectors within

the coordinates of which the energy looks as follows:
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6a,
4

where q^ (i = 1,•••,12) are the first coordinates«

By substituting coordinates in strain coincidence equati-

ons (2) and by writing it in a matrix form B ^ b, we arrive

at the following nonlinear programming problem:

to minimise 1/2 Q. GO,

under conditions that B<7— b«

A dual Lagrange problem is to maximize 0 (-\ ) at ̂  ̂  0,

where

(5)

This problem is solved by the gradient procedure using the

6 5 >) function gradient value

, where JJ •= ~
(6)

Each row of the matrix D contains not more than 22 non-zero

elements so the gradient rise algorithm whose main ope-

ration is multiplication of the matrix D by the vector is easi-

ly realized and shows good convergence rate«

The code developed allows to calculate contact forces at

assembly wrapper flats, residual bowings, the bowed wrapper

axis position and assembly withdrawal efforts« In Pig«1 the

results of test calculation of contact forces at BH-350 as-

sembly flats in 5600 hours of operation under ateady-state ope-

rating conditions without any reloading are presented« Pig«2

shows variation with time of contact forces (P^) and starting

forces (P ) for fuel assemblies adjacent to control rod ducts
s

of the BN-350 reactor« It is seen from the figure that up to

the moment of all fuel assemblies coming into contact the rate

of efforts growth is negligible,.and after closure of all gaps

these forces start to grow almost exponentially»

A correct definition of ultimate burn-up to a considerab-

le degree depends on the correct choice of atressed-strained state
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(SSS) danger evaluation criteria.At present for the evalutuion

of the core performance as a whole the criterion of SSS evalu-

tion based on deformation of core components is used« This cri-

terion is determined not only by the operating conditions and

materials properties but depends also on specific geometry of

both a single fuel assembly and the cora as a whole« Jllowable

deformations for fuel assembly components are determined by geo-

metrical compatibility of fuel pin cladding and a wrapper, as

well as of fuel assembly wrappers and the core with its inherent

inter-assembly design gaps«

During irradiation of fuel assemblies in the core, irre-

versible deformation of the wrapper occurs« Changing in flat-

to-flat size of the wrapper is caused by radiation creep of ste-

el under the action of internal pressure of coolant and of a

fuel pin bundle (when highly swelling cladding materials are

used), by radiation swelling and thermal expansion of wrapper

material«' In a general case, the determination of ultmate fuel

burn-up at which core disassembling with the use of the avai-

lable handling machine becomes impossible because of assembly

deformation can be presented in the following form:

ß A ft
J J (7) y

ßo is fuel burn-up at which some fuel assemblies come into con-

tact in the middle plane; A/3>' is the burn-up increment during

which closure of available gaps takes place and all fuel assem-

blies come in contact between themselves in the middle plane;

6ß" is the burn-up increment during which the development of

forces within the rigidly fixed core comes up to ultimate per-

missible values« The value of ßo is determined on the basis

of kinetics of deformation for maximum burn-up fuel assembly

wrappers and of available inter-assembly gaps« Aa was noted

above after all fuel assemblies coming into contact a severe

growth of interaction forces between them begins« In this con-

nection when determining ultimate permissible burn-up the fol-

lowing relationship should be used:
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In this case the criterion of allowable deformation of the

wrapper ia written as

A (9)
gap

where /\ s™3"*" is the maximum increment of flat-to-flax size

of the highest "burn-up fuel assembly wrapper;

A „_ is the initial inter-assembly gap;gap

A (2n +1)
k=_6S£ is the coefficient taking into account the

SI j

recharging ratio.Here n is the number of rows in the core;
2 n * i: S. is the total radial flat-to-flat dimension incre-

ment of vrrappers at time moment of burn-up when S = s
g ap*

In so doing, based on the real loading diagram of the core a

direction with the greatest number of fuel assemblies having

reached maximum burn-up is chosen»

In the criterion (9) the effect of fuel assembly bowing

due to thermal and neutron gradients is not allowed for* Ho-

wever, as was shown by calculations for conditions and struc-

tures of fast power reactor fuel assemblies an error due to

this effect is negligible« Therefore, criterion (9) can be

used for engineering estimates to a sufficient degree of accu-

racy«

A set of conditions under which fuel assemblies are during

their operation life determine requirements on fuel assembly

materials and design that should ensure their performance du-

ring the operation life» The ultimate permissible value for

wrapper material swelling is determined by the maximum radia-

tion dose, the wrapper flat temperature, the flat-to-flat si-

ze and inter-assembly gaps«The ultimate permissible radiation

creep value is determined by the flat-to-flat size?wrapper wall

thickness, inter-assembly gap, wrapper temperature^ internal

pressure of coolant and of fuel-pin bundle and by the irradi-

ation dose» Fig-3 presents calculated estimates of ultimate

permissible swelling and radiation creep values for the BH-350

and BN-600 reactors based on criterion (9)» As is seen, designs

of fuel assemblies for these reactors put rather stringent re-

quirements; on wrapper materials» Por advanced fuel assemblies

of the BN-350 and BN-600 (3) these requirements are substanti-
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ally reduced.

III. An Analysis of Fuel Assembly Behaviour

during Refuelling and Their operating

Experience

Conditions of fuel assembly flats loading when evaluting

stressed-strained state of a wrapper in the refuelling line

are determined by geometrical compatibility of spent fuel

assemblies whith their inherent deformation and of the refu-

elling line structural components ( the handling machine guide

tube, discharge elevator, etc.). Following the sequence of

spent fuel assembly movement through the refuelling line, for

an assessment of fuel assembly performance it is necessary to

determine its stressed-strained condition at its withdrawal

from and insertion into the core and reactor storage (Px), at

its putting into and discharging from the elevator, at pulling

of a fuel assembly into the guide tube of the handling machine

during its travel through the out-of-pile part of the refuel-

ling line and, at last, at putting it into the spent-fuel sto-

rage drum.

For the determination of fuel-assembly stressed-strained

condition in the process of withrawal from the core or reactor

storage a problem of travel of a deformed assembly through a

bent channel formed by adjacent fuel assemblies and the guide

tube of the handling machine is being solved. The solution of

this problem calls for a knowledge of complete picture of de-

formation of all fuel assemblies. Residual bowing > transversal

deformation of all fuel assemblies are determined from con-

sideration of the core as a whole. Knowing these values, under

an assumption of an absolutely rigid channel, there can be de-

termined possible points of contact of the fuel assembly being

withdrawn with the channel formed by adjacent fuel assemblies

and the handling machine tube and the values of forces arising

at fuel assembly travel through this channel» Having determined

the forces acting upon the fuel assembly being withdrawn in the

process of its pulling through a bent channel we can determine

atressed-strained state of the fuel assembly wrapper and efforts

for fuel-assembly withdrawal from the reactor

*(z) = f. R(z)-k
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where /-? = forces acting upon an assembly including support

responses, K = the friction coefficient»

The problEm of stressed-strained state determination for

a fuel assembly at putting it into the elevator sleeve to a large

extent is similar to that of pulling of a defOTmed fuel

assembly through a channel of the given form» In case of

putting a fuel assembly into the discharge elevator sleeve it is

formed by the elevator sleeve and by the handling machine quide

tube«

Prom the analysis of fuel assembly stressed - strained

condition in the process of refuelling there can be drawn a

conclusion on the ultimate permissible forces applied to

assemblies being handled with the aim to preserve their integrity

and to determine main requirements to the refuelling line

components design» To a first approximation, with account for

irradiated material embrittlement, the ultimate permissible

forces can be determined from the brittle failure criterion«

By means of measurements of forces during refuelling we

can obtain operative information on the general state of the

core and from comparison with the calculated data to pick out

fuel assemblies with maximum deformation which can be damaged

during refuelling«

At withdrawing of a fuel assembly from the BU-600 core the

gripper of the handling machine pulls the fuel assembly into the

guide tube of "an internal diameter of 122 mm« The present design

of the handling machine tube allows a fuel assembly with the

hexagonal wrapper of 96 mm and with the maximum bowing of 10« 5mm

to entar it without any efforts« Under irradiation in the core

the flat-to-flat fuel assembly size increases that, naturally,

decreases the amount of bowing at which a fuel assembly freely

enters the handling machine tube« The measurements of spent fuel-

assembly geometry carried out in the decay pool show a conside-

rable scatter in deformation of fuel assemblies being practi-

cally under the same operating conditions« So, for fuel assemb-

lies reaching a burn up of 1% hat* a discrepancy in the hexa-

gonal wrapper flat-to-flat dimension from 97 mm to 99 mm was

observed« In Fig« 4 a relationship between the maximum flat-to-
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flat dimension and the discharged fuel assembly bowing at

which the fuel assembly enters the handling machine tube without

any efforts is given (1). Similar dependence has been obtained

for the elevator sleeve with an innner diameter of 118 mm which

in the upper part ha3 a hexagonal hole with a distance between

flats of 104 mm (2)* On the basis of these dependences and result:

of geometrical measurements of wrappers in the decay pool the

performed calculated estimates of the hexagonal wrapper stressed-

strained state in the BH-600 refuelling line have shown that the

wrapper integrity at burn-up of 7% h©at* is assured at all sta-

ges of travel through the refuelling line» An extrapolation of

results to higher doses reveals that the present design of

refuelling line components ensures, the integrity of fuel assemb-

lies being discharged at their burn-up reaching 10% h«at» as well

The system of forces measurement adopted now at the BN-600 allows

to register forces arising at fuel assembly handling at various

stages of its movement» However, in order to judge of the

performance of the core as a whole it is nessessary to know in

particular not only the maximum force value but also the situa-

tion at which it arises«.

For example, in the lowest position of the gripping device in the

handling machine tube the forces indicated by the system are

starting forces depending both on the general state'of the core

and on a possible seizing of a lower end in the diagrid seat»

Forces registered at upward fuel-assembly movement are caused by

fuel-assembly travel within a bowed channel formed by adjacent

assemblies» In case of a relatively "free" core when inter-

assembly gaps are not fully closed these forces should not be

significant« A considerable increase in forces is observed at

passing of a fuel assembly section with the maximum flat-to-

flat size increase through the pad regiono Pig» 5 shows

typical curves of withdrawal force variations at upward fuel-

assembly movement obtained at the BN-600 reactor, for an assembly

with low burn-up (~2% h«at«) and,accordingly, with small defor-

mation and for an assembly with high burn-up (~ 7% h.at«)«

The results of statistical analysis of starting forces and

of forces at pads are presented in Figs« 6,7 for fuel assemb-

lies with burn-up of ~ 2% h«at», 4-% h.at« and 7% luat»

Forces at pads for a~7% h*at, fuel assembly proved to be maximum
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as compared to all the rest« Nevertheless, they did not

exceed the forces permissible from the wrapper integrity point

of view« In the analysis, attention was given to studying the safe-

ty and control rods effect upon fuel assembly 'behaviour» 3?ig»7

presents histograms of withdrawing forces for central and

peripheral fuel assemblies of a low-enrichement zone«. It is

seen from the figure that for peripheral rows there is no basic

difference "both in forces on pads and in starting forces for

fuel assemblies surrounded by other standard assemblies and for

those adjacent to control and safety rods« The central fuel

assemblies being in the core near automatic control rods and,

especially, close to safety rods were withdrawn with forces

larger that those for the major part of fuel assemblies« It ap-

pears to be caused by their greater bowings related to neutron

flux and temperature distortions«

At further movement of a fuel assembly through the refuel

ling line the measured forces proved to be lower than those at

pads« Into the handling machine tube fuel assemblies entered

practically without any efforts«

Maximum forces recorded at placing a fuel assembly into the

elevator sleeve had a scatter from 0 to 300 kg« Therefore, the

design and experimental studies performed have shown the for-

ces recorded at withdrawing BU-600 core fuel assemblies reaching

7% ho at« burn-up and at their travel through the refuelling

line to be not critical from the viewpoint of fuel assembly

integrity«

Conclusion«

The available in the USSR codes for the calculation of

fuel assemblies interaction in fast reactor cores allow to

analyze fuel assembly condition in the process of reactor ope-

ration« On the basis of this analysis providing the complete

picture of deformation and stressed - strained state for all fuel

assemblies of the core, the forecast of fuel assembly behaviour

during reactor refuelling with allowance for refuelling line
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elements capabilities is made« Such a comprehensive consideration

of the problem provides a possibility, on the one hand, to

determine ultimate burn-up levels for operating reactors and,

on the other hand, to carry out optimization studies and to

choose designs of fuel assemblies, refuelling line devices for

the reactors being developed« Practical realization of these ; •

methods, however, requires further development both for refi-

ning calculation algorithms and for obtaining input data on

material properties, fuel assembly failure conditions, etc,

So, e.g., large uncertainties into calculations of forces

acting upon a fuel assembly are introduced by the response in a :'

fuel assembly lower end at its starting and friction coeffici-

ents between wrapper flats in sodium« Therefore, at present in

the fuel-assembly performance assessment practice a position

of conservative simplified engineering calculations is still

sufficiently strong» With the accumulation of experimental data

the process in this region is obvious«

BN-350 and BN-600 operating experience reveals both the

validity of choice of design solutions for the core restraint sys-

tem and refuelling line components and the necessity of

improving wrapper material properties as regards radiation

swelling«
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Pig.1 Contact forces distribution along fuel y
flats for tlie ncLddle croae-aecticni of the SS-350
core after 5600 btoxtrB ti
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a) with 2% h.a. burn-upj b) with 1% h.a. burn-upi I - forces on padaj II - starting forcei.
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Hintocreme of forces for *ithdrawal of fuel assemblies in low enrichnrcnt aone
HiBtogems oi I O o e r t r a l. x . f o r c e E «at pads«; II - etarttng forceö;

i l assemblies «;? - ô safety rodB; B - to control rods.


